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Model-Based Testing (MBT) is an advanced test approach using models for test design.  
It  extends and supports classic test design techniques such as equivalence partitioning, 
boundary value analysis, decision table testing, state transition testing, and use case testing.

Adaptation of MBT in sequential and agile software development lifecycles will be discussed.

Three types of model subjects are considered in this syllabus:

→  System model
→  Environment Model / Usage Model
→  Test Model

Also languages for MBT models will be tackled by the syllabus including good practices for 
MBT modeling activities.

One chapter covers the selection criterias for test case generation and another one the 
 execution part. 

To fully cover the whole topic the last chapter of the syllabus deals with the evaluation and 
deployment of an MBT approach.

INTRODUCTION TO MODEL-BASED TESTING

MBT MODELING

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR TEST CASE 
 GENERATION

MBT TEST EXECUTION

EVALUATING AND DEPLOYING AN MBT 
 APPROACH
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FM-1.1.1 (K2) Describe expected benefits of MBT

FM-1.1.2 (K2) Describe misleading expectations and pitfalls of MBT

FM-1.2.1 (K2) Summarize activities of the fundamental MBT process

FM-1.2.2 (K1) Recall the essential artifacts (inputs and outputs) of the fundamental MBT process

FM-1.3.1 (K2) Explain how MBT integrates into software lifecycle development processes

FM-1.3.2 (K2) Explain how MBT supports requirements engineering

FM-2.1.1 (K3)
Develop a simple MBT model for a test object and predefined test objectives using a 
workflow-based modeling language (refer to section 8.1 – "simple" means less than modeling 
elements)

FM-2.1.2 (K3)
Develop a simple MBT model for a test object and predefined test objectives using a state 
transition-based modeling language (refer to section 8.2 – "simple" means less than 12 
modeling elements)

FM-2.1.3 (K3)
Apply classification scheme to MBT models with respect to the subject (system vs. 
 environment vs. test) and to the focus (structure vs. behavior)

FM-2.1.4 (K2) Give examples of how an MBT model depends on the test objectives

FM-2.1.1 (K3)
Develop a simple MBT model for a test object and predefined test objectives using a work-
flow-based modeling language (refer to section 8.1 – "simple" means less than 12 modeling 
elements)

FM-2.1.2 (K3)
Develop a simple MBT model for a test object and predefined test objectives using a state 
transition-based modeling language (refer to section 8.2 – "simple" means less than 12 
modeling elements)

FM-2.1.3 (K3)
Apply classification scheme to MBT models with respect to the subject (system vs. 
 environment vs. test) and to the focus (structure vs. behavior)

FM-2.1.4 (K2) Give examples of how an MBT model depends on the test objectives

FM-2.3.1 (K1) Recall quality characteristics for MBT models

FM-2.3.2 (K2) Describe classic mistakes and pitfalls during modeling activities for MBT

FM-2.3.3 (K2) Explain the advantages of linking requirements to models during MBT modeling activities

FM-2.3.4 (K2) Provide examples of additional information that can be added to the MBT model

FM-2.3.5 (K2) Explain the necessity of guidelines for MBT modeling

FM-2.3.6 (K2)
Provide examples where reuse of existing models (from requirements phase or development 
phase) is or is not appropriate

FM-2.3.7 (K1) Recall tool types supporting specific MBT modeling activities

FM-2.3.8 (K2) Describe how MBT models help to adapt test planning to project constraints and priorities

FM-2.3.9 (K2) Summarize iterative MBT model development, review and validation

FM-3.1.1 (K2) Classify the various families of test selection criteria used for test generation from models

FM-3.1.2 (K3) Generate test cases from an MBT model to achieve given test objectives in a given context

FM-3.1.3 (K2)
Provide examples of model coverage, data-related, pattern- and scenario-based and pro-
ject-based test selection criteria

FM-3.1.4 (K2)
Recognize how MBT test selection criteria relate to ISTQB Foundation Level test design 
techniques

FM-3.2.1 (K1) Recall degrees of test artifact generation automation

FM-3.2.2 (K3) Apply given test selection criteria to a given MBT model

FM-3.2.3 (K2) Describe good practices of MBT test selection criteria

FM-4.1.1 (K2) Explain the difference between abstract and concrete test cases in the MBT context

FM-4.1.2 (K2) Explain the different kinds of test execution in the MBT context

FM-4.1.3 (K3)
Perform updates of an MBT model and test generation caused by changes in requirements, 
test objects or test objectives

FM-4.2.1 (K2)
Explain which kind of test adaptation may be necessary for test execution in the MBT 
 process

FM-5.1.1 (K2) Describe ROI factors for MBT introduction

FM-5.1.2 (K2) Explain how the objectives of the project influence the characteristics of the MBT Approach

FM-5.1.3 (K1) Recall selected metrics

FM-5.2.1 (K1)
Recall good practices for test management, change management and collaborative work 
when deploying MBT

FM-5.2.2 (K1) Recall cost factors of a working MBT process

FM-5.2.3 (K2)
Give examples of the integration of the MBT tool with requirements management, test 
 management and test automation tools
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